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This latest book from the Basher Science series investigates the unseen world of microbes.

Basher's distinctive style presents key microbes as characters with their own voice and personality.

Microbiology investigates the "teensy tykes" such as algae and bacteria that are all around us in the

living world, as well as a range of so-called "minibeasts", but these are not the usual

creepy-crawlies that you might think of. These near-invisible creatures range from the zooplankton

"good guys" to the unpleasant tapeworm and fluke. Yuk!Microbiology explains the different building

blocks of the human body, as well as the nasty bugs that can make us so ill, whether it's catching a

common cold or something much more deadly such as tuberculosis, the second biggest killer in the

modern world.
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These books are just the best thing that has happened to our homeschooling house this year. I

have a nine year old who is very "character" focused, and he can't get enough of these books. I am

amazed by what he retains from these brief descriptions. For kids who like video games, and

graphic novels, I highly recommend any of these books. We bought them all.

My son is 8 year old and has been hooked on the Basher book series for 3 years. He was carrying 3



or 4 them around in a backpack, everywhere he went when he first got them. We just got

Microbiology, and once again, he is captivated. The layout of the materials and the illustrations

make these books understandable and interesting to young minds. I highly recommend these

books. Do not be afraid to buy them for children younger than recommended. They will love them,

and strive to take in all they can! Thank you Basher!

All the basher books are wonderful. The kids love them and retain very good information.

My son loves this book!

Excellent ; just as all the Basher books are. These are all great for kids, but suit elders wanting a

quick review so that they can keep up with the young ones!

We are slowly collecting all the Basher books. My boy loves them and is learning lots. Good

illustrations and very accessible writing gives the basics in each topic.

Basher books are all amazing! Can't go wrong with any in the series.

My son wanted this more than video games this year! Great concepts for visual learners!
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